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In the study of Tang-dynasty literature,sketches are neglected.The main reason 
is that the concept of ‘sketch’and ‘the fiction of sketch’are in confusion.In this 
paper,the author makes the two concepts certain and show independence of 
sketches.And the emphasis of the study of sketches is textual criticism and 
authenticity of historic materials.YinHuaLu by Zhaolin is the object of this 
paper.It  is good to the study of Tang dynastic literature.The structure of the 
whole paper is as follow: 
Chapter I introduces in short Zhaolin.Section one researches textually all 
Zhaolin’s life.Section two researches textually the family of Zhaolin.Section three 
researches Zhaolin’s affinity. 
Chapter II is the textual research of YinHuaLu.The author points the mistake 
in the original book,digs out literary quotation in Tang dynasty and analyzes  
some anecdotes,and so on. 
Chapter III analyzes content and artistic feature of YinHuaLu and show the 
achievement in literature. 
Chapter IV analyzes the influence of YinHuaLu on other Sketches and the 
fiction of sketches and discusses its status in literary history.On the base of many 
historic materials ,this paper can show fully the effect of Tang dynastic sketches. 
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